In his novel, *Tuesdays with Morrie*, Mitch Albom reconnects with his professor on a weekly basis where they revisit the past, live in the present, and look to the future. We are asking you to find one person with whom you would like to connect with **meaningfully** each week. Think of this person as “Your Morrie.” When choosing this individual, we ask that you adhere to the following criteria:

-- The person should be someone **significantly** older or younger than you.
-- The person should be someone with whom you can meet with face to face each week.
-- The person cannot be your peer (another high school student).

You will meet with “Your Morrie” for about 30 minutes and your conversation should revolve around specific topics that you and your peers brainstormed. (See list on website) Once you have asked this person to meet with you weekly, please fill out the information below and include with your first journal.

**Readings and journals are due on the following days:**
Tuesday, October 20 (read to page 66)
Tuesday, October 27 (read to page 129)
Tuesday, November 3 (read to end)

I plan on meeting weekly with ___________________________ (first and last name) and who is connected to me in the following way ___________________________

(examples: younger neighbor, family friend, minister, coach, teacher, etc.).

Our plan is to meet on the following day and time:

________________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Student Signature

“Your Morrie” Participant Signature

________________________________

Parent Signature
DATE AND TIME OF MEETING:

TOPICS DISCUSSED:

YOUR SIGNATURE: ________________________________

SIGNATURE OF “YOUR MORRIE” PARTICIPANT: _____________________________

REFLECTION:

Please write a minimum of 8 SENTENCES reflecting on what you and “Your Morrie” discussed. Some things to consider: What did you learn that you didn't know before speaking with “Your Morrie?” What did you think about after the conversation? What did you take away from this? Do you look at something in a new way? Will it make you do something differently from this moment forward? (Attach extra paper if necessary.)
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